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A Clubbable Woman 2020-12-08 mary connon was a small town femme fatale eager to test her allure on any man between 6 and 60 when she s found
dead in her own living room her husband the one bloke to whom she never blew a kiss comes instantly under suspicion but andy dalziel the gloriously
vulgar savant of the mid yorkshire police force has some other ideas and all of them center on the local rugby club the town s social center and mary
connon s preferred hunting ground
A Clubbable Woman 1995 long out of print first book in the enormously popular pascoe and dalziel series this series was made into a british television
series which was broadcast in the u s and the uk author recently published the 24th book in the series to universally great reviews reginal hill was
recently awarded britain s prestigious cwa diamond dagger award for lifetime achievement in crime fiction he has also won britain s cwa golden dagger
for best crime novel of the year and has been nominated for several edgar awards who s likely to like this fans of death comes for the fat man 24 in the
pascoe and dalziel series published march 2007 and all other titles in the series
Arms and the Women 2000 pascoe sends his family away while he searches through his cases to find out who is threatening them while the officer in
charge of their safety starts to believe that the man is after ellie and not pascoe
Arms and the Women 2019 detective sergeant peter pascoe arrives in the sleepy village of thornton lacey for a reunion with old friends but instead
finds himself in the midst of a grisly triple murder one of his oldest friends is wanted for murder his boss is ordering him back to yorkshire and his
instincts are telling him that the local constabulary will never suspect that the crime s true motive lie in the unexplored zones of passion within a
twisted heart police procedural
Ruling Passion 2008 a new york times notable book a british detective plays god literally in this twisting crime thriller the climax is devastating the
times london superintendent andrew dalziel while drunk has witnessed a woman being fatally shot but her husband claims it was an accident and
everyone seems to be buying his story his partner pascoe meanwhile is looking into chatty letters from an anonymous sender who says her resolution
for the new year is to commit suicide in the midst of all this dalziel is participating in a locally produced medieval mystery play and has been cast in the
role of god playing opposite him as lucifer is the very man he suspects of murder hill s most ambitious dalziel pascoe novel yet and one whose humor
keenness and insight place him securely in the company of ruth rendell and p d james kirkus reviews starred review if further evidence were needed
this latest mystery confirms hill s place among top british writers who produce solid stories of detection that succeed as first rate novels exploring
human character a powerful ending publishers weekly no other genre author writes with such feeling and understanding of silently unhappy women as
does mr hill in his tender character portraits of the town wives and daughters the new york times book review
Bones and Silence 2019-10-29 the master of cerebral puzzle mysteries sends his yorkshire detectives back to college to be taught a lesson in murder
the new york times reginald hill raised the classical british mystery to new heights when he introduced pugnacious yorkshire det inspector andrew
dalziel and his partner the callow sgt peter pascoe the new york times book review their chafing differences in education manners technique and
temperament made them the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction toronto star adapted into a long running hit show for the bbc the gold
dagger award winning series is now available as ebooks if alison girling former principal of england s holm coultram college died in an avalanche in
austria why has her skeleton been unearthed on campus while no love is lost between conservative detective andrew dalziel and the entirety of liberal
arts his attention to the grim discovery must be paid but when he and peter pascoe scour the ivory tower for answers they discover that the shady
faculty and creepy student body have more to bury than just one corpse try two and counting as pascoe is sidelined by an old college flame dalziel s
suspicions of academia are becoming dire because the deeper he digs for secrets the dirtier they get in this steadily edgily amusing dark comedy
kirkus reviews an advancement of learning is the 3rd book in the dalziel and pascoe mysteries but you may enjoy reading the series in any order



An Advancement of Learning 2020-12-08 reginald hill has raised the classical british mystery to new heights the new york times book review
acclaimed as the master of form and the sorcerer of style the grand master of british psychological suspense returns to weave wordplay and murder
into a lethal tapestry that only dalziel and pascoe can unravel with characteristic precision insidious wit and unparalleled insight into the serpentine
criminal mind hill offers readers his most diabolical surprise to date dialogues of the dead paronomania n a clinical obsession with word games in the
beginning was the word and the word was murder a motorist dies after plunging off a bridge a motorcyclist is found dead after a fatal encounter with a
tree two apparently innocuous tragedies until two dialogues are submitted to a local literary competition claiming responsibility for the deaths but has
anybody heard the word when a beautiful unscrupulous journalist meets her maker in fact and then in fiction as victim of the third dialogue dalziel and
pascoe take note and find themselves involved in a deadly duel of wits against an opponent known only as the wordman a brilliant sociopath who
leaves literary clues in his wake and who hides in plain sight contestants are you ready reginald hill s books consistently combine wordplay and
sleuthing but the master is in superb form in dialogues of the dead there are enough clues to make a patchwork quilt but in this test of wills just who is
playing against whom is it the wordman versus the police or the killer against his victims or is the real game between you dear reader and reginald
hillhimself at his most intriguing most enticing most elusive best just when you think you have your killer guess again someone may have conceived
the perfect crime let the games begin
Dialogues of the Dead 2002 humour and topicality along a cold enigmatic trail of murder observer life is on the up for patrick aldermann his great aunt
florence has collapsed into her rose bed leaving him rosemont house with its splendid gardens but when his boss dandy dick elgood suggests to peter
pascoe that aldermann is a murderer then later retracts the accusation the detective inspector is left with a thorny problem not only have the police
already dug up some interesting information about aldermann s beautiful wife it also appears that his rapid promotion has been helped by the
convenient deaths of some of his colleagues
Deadheads 1987 a new york times notable book a girl s disappearance unearths old crimes for the yorkshire detectives in this multilayered
masterpiece publishers weekly reginald hill raised the classical british mystery to new heights when he introduced pugnacious yorkshire det inspector
andrew dalziel and his partner the callow sgt peter pascoe the new york times book review their chafing differences in education manners technique
and temperament made them the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction toronto star adapted into a long running hit show for the bbc the
gold dagger award winning series is now available as ebooks it s been fifteen years since three girls were abducted from dendale just as long since the
village was flooded to create a reservoir haunted by the cold case andrew dalziel believes the truth was submerged forever but now with a drought the
ruins of dendale are reemerging along with its mysteries and as if by a terrible twist of fate another child has vanished from a nearby hamlet for dalziel
to finally solve an unspeakable crime he must once again stir the dread of a still traumatized community and all its secrets weaving their pain into his
densely textured story of dendale s cursed past and haunted present hill creates a tragic tale of loss and regret and the persistence of grief the new
york times book review on beulah height is the 18th book in the dalziel and pascoe mysteries but you may enjoy reading the series in any order
On Beulah Height 2019-04-30 the highly anticipated return of dalziel and pascoe the hugely popular police duo and stars of the long running bbc tv
series in a new psychological thriller
Midnight Fugue (Dalziel & Pascoe, Book 22) 2009-06-01 yorkshire s detective duo descends into the kinky world of underground films in an undeniably
lively mystery of murder and illusion kirkus reviews reginald hill raised the classical british mystery to new heights when he introduced pugnacious
yorkshire det inspector andrew dalziel and his partner the callow sgt peter pascoe the new york times book review their chafing differences in
education manners technique and temperament made them the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction toronto star adapted into a long



running hit show for the bbc the gold dagger award winning series is now available as ebooks what s playing at the calliope club may draw a furtive
crowd but as far as the cid s andrew dalziel can tell it s all perfectly legal his partner peter pascoe begs to differ from what he hears an actress s violent
ordeal on film looked all too real when she turns up unharmed it appears his suspicions were wrong if andrew and peter can trust what they see
because if this dirty business is well and good why has the film in question vanished why has the theater been set ablaze and why has its proprietor
been beaten to death for answers yorkshire s finest are being led into the dark where someone s bent for pain pleasure and murder is just beginning to
unreel a pinch of snuff is the 5th book in the dalziel and pascoe mysteries but you may enjoy reading the series in any order
A Pinch of Snuff 2019-04-30 in this novel the best detective duo in british crime writing are investigating murder amongst the upper classes and there
is also the unlikely prospect of dalziel being in love
An April Shroud ; A Clubbable Woman 2008 linking the dying words of three slain strangers proves risky for dalziel and pascoe in this shrewd and deft
mystery the new york times reginald hill raised the classical british mystery to new heights when he introduced pugnacious yorkshire det inspector
andrew dalziel and his partner the callow sgt peter pascoe the new york times book review their chafing differences in education manners technique
and temperament made them the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction toronto star adapted into a long running hit show for the bbc the
gold dagger award winning series is now available as ebooks on the same night three old men are offed one is found in the icy rain sputtering the
name polly before expiring another mumbles charley after being beaten in his bathtub and most alarmingly the final words of the third a cyclist
knocked off the road by a drunk driver implicate superintendent andrew dalziel in the fatal hit and run bearing the brunt of three seemingly disparate
investigations while proving his partner s innocence peter pascoe follows a confounding trail that leads to one victim s family secrets a shady
retirement community and corruption within the cid s ranks that s putting more than dalziel s already dicey reputation in peril exit lines is the 8th book
in the dalziel and pascoe mysteries but you may enjoy reading the series in any order
Exit Lines 2019-04-30 there was no sign of life but not for a second did pascoe admit the possibility of death dalziel was indestructible dalziel is and
was and forever shall be world without end amen chief constables might come and chief constables might go but fat andy went on forever caught in
the full blast of a huge explosion detective superintendent andy dalziel lies on a hospital bed with only a life support system and his indomitable will
between him and the great beyond his colleague detective chief inspector peter pascoe is determined to bring those responsible to justice pascoe
suspects a group called the templars and the deeper he digs the more certain he is that the templars are getting help from within the police force the
plot is complex the pace fast the jokes furious and the climax astounding and above it all like a huge dirigible threatening to break from its moorings
hovers the disembodied spirit of andy dalziel
Death Comes for the Fat Man 2009-12-15 a detective is drawn to a newly widowed woman in this darkly funny british murder mystery in the gold
dagger award winning series kirkus reviews with his partner away on a honeymoon yorkshire detective andrew dalziel tries to beat the blues by taking
a vacation of his own but after getting caught in a torrential rain and running into a funeral procession he winds up accompanying a crowd of upper
class mourners to a crumbling country house dalziel isn t known for his elegant manners but he has bigger problems than not fitting in the owner of the
home has died under unusual circumstances and soon more bodies are turning up and while dalziel finds himself undeniably attracted to the widow he
knows that she and everyone in the family is a suspect hill s high standards of humor and civilized characterization are intact here and justice and
ambiguity are served in satisfactory fashion publishers weekly praise for reginald hill hill s polished sophisticated novels are intelligently written and
permeated with his sly and delightful sense of humor enjoyable as much for their characters as for their complicated suspenseful mystery plots the
christian science monitor



An April Shroud 2019-10-29 a complex and deeply satisfying tale one part traditional english whodunit and one part shadowy corporate thriller
publishers weekly starred review from reginald hill acclaimed mystery writer and winner of the prestigious diamond dagger award comes a brilliant
psychological story of a mysterious death that echoes one in the past prominent businessman pal maciver locked himself in his study and shot himself
it s an open and shut case as far as detective superintendent andy dalziel is concerned except maciver s father died in an almost identical manner ten
years earlier and fat andy was the investigating officer pal s strange and strained relationship with his beautiful enigmatic stepmother kay kafka also
raises warning flags and the family s shady corporate dealings carry two apparent acts of self slaughter far beyond the borders of yorkshire causing
policeman peter pascoe to question his superior s reticence and his motives
Good Morning, Midnight 2019-11-05 gwendoline lomas s son had gone missing during ww2 but she d never accepted his death her funeral is
interrupted by a man falling to his knees crying mama could it be her son dalziel and pascoe investigate when a body is found in a car
Child's Play 1988 the highly anticipated return of dalziel and pascoe the hugely popular police duo and stars of the long running bbc tv series in a new
psychological thriller
A Cure for All Diseases (Dalziel & Pascoe, Book 21) 2008-09-04 a stunning psychological thriller set in cumbria past and present from the award
winning author of the dalziel and pascoe series
The Stranger House 2009-11-12 the master of cerebral puzzle mysteries sends his yorkshire detectives back to college to be taught a lesson in murder
the new york times reginald hill raised the classical british mystery to new heights when he introduced pugnacious yorkshire det inspector andrew
dalziel and his partner the callow sgt peter pascoe the new york times book review their chafing differences in education manners technique and
temperament made them the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction toronto star adapted into a long running hit show for the bbc the gold
dagger award winning series is now available as ebooks if alison girling former principal of england s holm coultram college died in an avalanche in
austria why has her skeleton been unearthed on campus while no love is lost between conservative detective andrew dalziel and the entirety of liberal
arts his attention to the grim discovery must be paid but when he and peter pascoe scour the ivory tower for answers they discover that the shady
faculty and creepy student body have more to bury than just one corpse try two and counting as pascoe is sidelined by an old college flame dalziel s
suspicions of academia are becoming dire because the deeper he digs for secrets the dirtier they get in this steadily edgily amusing dark comedy
kirkus reviews an advancement of learning is the 2nd book in the dalziel and pascoe mysteries but you may enjoy reading the series in any order
An Advancement of Learning 2019-04-30 a yorkshire mining town is haunted by a mysterious tragedy in this admirable addition to hill s dalziel pascoe
series the washington post book world reginald hill raised the classical british mystery to new heights when he introduced pugnacious yorkshire det
inspector andrew dalziel and his partner the callow sgt peter pascoe the new york times book review their chafing differences in education manners
technique and temperament made them the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction toronto star adapted into a long running hit show for
the bbc the gold dagger award winning series is now available as ebooks colin farr has returned to burrthorpe and to judgmental whispers his father
had once been implicated in the disappearance of a little girl and his apparent suicide confirmed the suspicions defensive troubled and handsome colin
s only comfort is with his protective and infatuated tutor ellie wife of inspector peter pascoe but their increasingly questionable relationship isn t all that
s testing pascoe s patience so is solving the crime that s plaguing colin s family history but when another murder rocks the mining town and all clues
point to colin pascoe and dalziel must descend into the darkest depths of burrthorpe to unearth its secrets underworld is the 11th book in the dalziel
and pascoe mysteries but you may enjoy reading the series in any order
Underworld 2019-04-30 at their stylish country retreat freda and robert caplan host a dinner party for their colleagues and friends all executives at a



transatlantic publishing company young beautiful and successful they have the world at their feet then a cigarette box and and an ill considered
remark spark off a relentless series of revelations and other more dangerous secrets are painfully exposed as the truth spills out about the suicide of
robert s clever reckless brother and the group s perfect lives begin to crumble the cost of professional and social success becomes frighteningly plain
Dangerous Corner 2012-07-13 it s murder on the moon in an out of this world mystery featuring the best detective duo on the scene daily telegraph
reginald hill raised the classical british mystery to new heights when he introduced pugnacious yorkshire det inspector andrew dalziel and his partner
the callow sgt peter pascoe the new york times book review their chafing differences in education manners technique and temperament made them
the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction toronto star adapted into a long running hit show for the bbc the gold dagger award winning
series is now available as ebooks when astronaut emile lemarque takes an accidental and televised fatal fall from his lunar module he stirs up more
than moon dust it s the far flung future and peter pascoe now uk commissioner in the eurofed believes emile has made history as the first man to be
murdered on the moon how can pascoe prove it was sabotage when the six person crew of the europa agrees it was just a tragic systems failure by
bringing his old mentor andrew dalziel out of retirement to help him shooting for the moon they embark on an investigation with international
consequences this time they must do it nearly three hundred million miles from home one small step is the 13th book in the dalziel and pascoe
mysteries but you may enjoy reading the series in any order
One Small Step 2019-04-30 the death of dalziel is the return of dalziel and pascoe the popular police duo dalziel is the victim of a huge semtex
explosion and it is up to dci peter pascoe to seek justice for him
The Death of Dalziel 2007 investigating a policeman s disappearance in enscombe yorkshire superintendent dalziel inspector pascoe and sergeant
wield uncover a plot that threatens the entire community reprint ab k
Pictures of Perfection 1994 a series of intervies with women private eyes from both sides of the altantic great britain and united states
A Suitable Job for a Woman 2000-03 four novellas in the outstanding procedural series exploring the past and future of this pair of yorkshire police
detectives marilyn stasio the new york times book review british investigators dalziel and pascoe have been praised as witty intelligent two of the more
interesting police detectives in modern crime fiction publishers weekly in this collection their diamond dagger award winning creator presents four
imaginative tales featuring the duo the first story explores the chilling start of the dalziel and pascoe partnership in another they investigate the fate of
a woman no one has seen for a year except her brother who claims he is being haunted by her ghost then the detectives keep vigil at an isolated
farmhouse waiting to see what is making things go bump in the night finally we jump in time to the twenty first century and the partners last case the
first man murdered on the moon reginald hill is a mystery writer who is also a very good novelist he uses the police procedural format to get at
something deeper than the solution of a crime hill can capture a moment an emotion or a character with the stroke of a few words the washington post
book world
Asking for the Moon 2019-10-29 hill is an instinctive and complete novelist who is blessed with a spontaneous storytelling gift frances fyfield mail on
sunday
The Complete Index to Literary Sources in Film 2011-09-08 a philandering doctor resolves to poison his domineering wife in this classic of psychological
suspense no 16 in the crime writers association s top 100 crime novels of all time
Asking for the Moon 1994 bruce murphy s encyclopedia of murder and mystery is a comprehensive guide to the genre of the murder mystery that
catalogues thousands of items in a broad range of categories authors titles plots characters weapons methods of killing movie and theatrical
adaptations what distinguishes this encyclopedia from the others in the field is its critical stance



Malice Aforethought 2018-09-12 the new dalziel and pascoe novel to delight and thrill reginald hill fans some say that andy dalziel wasn t ready for
god others that god wasn t ready for dalziel either way despite his recent proximity to a terrorist blast in death comes for the fat man the
superintendent remains firmly of this world and while death may be the cure for all diseases dalziel is happy to settle for a few weeks care under a
tender nurse convalescing in sandytown a quiet seaside resort devoted to healing dalziel befriends charlotte heywood a fellow newcomer and
psychologist who is researching the benefits of alternative therapy with much in common the two soon find themselves in partnership when trouble
comes to town sandytown s principal landowners have grandiose plans for the resort none of which they can agree on one of them has to go and when
one of them does in spectacularly gruesome fashion dci peter pascoe is called in to investigate with dalziel and charlotte providing unwelcome support
but pascoe finds dark forces at work in a place where medicine and holistic remedies are no match for the oldest cure of all
The Encyclopedia of Murder and Mystery 1999-12-09 spanning the careers of two of crime fiction s most esteemed police detectives these four
short mysteries are revelatory episodes in the complex relationship between dalziel and pascoe in the opening tale the chilling start of the dalziel and
pascoe partnership never before revealed is cemented by a killer and his shotgun in another the duo investigates the fate of a woman no one has seen
for a year except her brother who claims he is being haunted by her ghost then the detectives keep vigil at an isolated farmhouse waiting to see what
is making things go bump in the night finally a jump in time to the year 2012 and the partners last case the first man murdered on the moon set
against yorkshire s brooding landscape asking for the moon shows the full spectrum of dalziel s eccentric brilliance the evolution of pascoe s
professionalism the zenith of reginald hill s incomparable talent and the very best british mystery can be
A Cure For All Diseases 2009-10-27 the highly anticipated return of dalziel and pascoe the hugely popular police duo and stars of the long running
bbc tv series in a new psychological thriller
Asking for the Moon 1998-04-06 in a splendid mystery with a lovely twist the yorkshire detectives dig up a bad seed in a horticulturalist s rosy life
publishers weekly reginald hill raised the classical british mystery to new heights when he introduced pugnacious yorkshire det inspector andrew
dalziel and his partner the callow sgt peter pascoe the new york times book review their chafing differences in education manners technique and
temperament made them the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction toronto star adapted into a long running hit show for the bbc the gold
dagger award winning series is now available as ebooks what s the secret of patrick aldermann s success well he was bequeathed his aunt s gardened
estate after her sudden death his wife s wealthy father died leaving the couple a hefty inheritance and several fatal mishaps among colleagues have
allowed the milquetoast to rise in his company with alarming speed his boss fears he s hired a serial killer a suspicion that s compelled the cid s andrew
dalziel and peter pascoe to investigate is it possible the mild mannered accountant whose only real side passion seems to be roses has a thorny edge if
yes then who s the next deadhead to be pruned from aldermann s perfect life deadheads is the 7th book in the dalziel and pascoe mysteries but you
may enjoy reading the series in any order
The Death of Dalziel: A Dalziel and Pascoe Novel (Dalziel & Pascoe, Book 20) 2009-11-12 the wheel spins is the novel about young and bright
iris carr who is on her way back to england after spending a holiday somewhere in the balkans after she is left alone by her friends iris catches the train
for trieste and finds company in miss froy chatty elderly english woman when she wakes up from a short nap she discovers that her elderly travelling
companion seems to have disappeared from the train after her fellow passengers deny ever having seen the elderly lady the young woman is on the
verge of her nerves she is helped by a young english traveler and the two proceed to search the train for clues to the old woman s disappearance ethel
lina white 1876 1944 was a british crime writer best known for her novel the wheel spins on which the alfred hitchcock film the lady vanishes was
based



Deadheads 2019-04-30 a woman exposes her dead husband s lies in a thriller by the consistently excellent author of the dalziel and pascoe mysteries
the times london best known for his dalziel and pascoe novels which were adapted into a hit bbc series reginald hill proves himself to be a master of
cerebral puzzle mysteries in his stand alone thrillers as well now available as ebooks the new york times when her husband trent dies in a car accident
shy and agoraphobic trudi adamson is unprepared to face the world she has no choice after twenty five years of marriage she s just discovered that her
life has been a lie despite trent s prosperous career he s left trudi penniless he d quit his job without telling her maintained a rural hideaway had a
possible lover in vienna a swiss bank account and traveled the world under numerous aliases but trudi s not the only one following a dead man s trail
so are trent s dangerous enemies both hunter and hunted trudi must go from timid and terrorized mouse to fearless investigator if she s to discover the
truth in the deadly shadows of her husband s secret life
The Wheel Spins 2022-11-13 the author of the sunday times bestselling outlander series returns with the newest novel in the epic tale gabaldon s vast
and sweeping account of the war is so intricately plotted and peopled that one is amazed she could conceive and write it in only seven years
independent go tell the bees is packed with everything readers love about the outlander series guardian gabaldon is a gifted world builder and her
attention to the unglamorous details of life in the past like digging privies plus authentic portraits of marriage and relationships lift her series daily
telegraph jamie fraser and claire randall were torn apart by the jacobite rising of 1745 and it took them twenty years to find each other again now the
american revolution threatens to do the same it is 1779 and claire and jamie are at last reunited with their daughter brianna her husband roger and
their children on fraser s ridge having the family together is a dream the frasers had thought impossible yet even in the north carolina backcountry the
effects of war are being felt tensions in the colonies are great and local feelings run hot enough to boil hell s tea kettle jamie knows loyalties among his
own tenants are split and the war is on his doorstep it s only a matter of time before the shooting starts not so far away young william ransom is still
coming to terms with the discovery of his true father s identity and thus his own lord john grey also has reconciliations to make and dangers to meet on
his son s behalf and his own meanwhile the southern colonies blaze and the revolution creeps ever closer to fraser s ridge and claire the physician
wonders how much of the blood to be spilt will belong to those she loves readers can t get enough of go tell the bees 6 5 like it could be anything else i
love the characters i love the details i love the life gabaldon breathes into the stories a wonderful book i m sorry to have finished five stars this series is
captivating and tugs on your heartstrings i adore these books i love gabaldon s work diana gabaldon never ceases to rip me apart and put me back
together over and over and over and over again i ve never wanted to finish a book and also not finish a book so much
Death of a Dormouse 2019-05-28
Go Tell the Bees that I am Gone 2021-11-23
Atlan 1993
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